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ABSTRACT

A system for installation of multiple panels for shelving and the like,

wherein the geometry of the junction between panels provides a cavity adapted to

receive the anchoring portion of shelf support brackets, or the like.
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DISPLAY MOUNTING SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to commercial display mounting systems, of the kind

typically fitted by a specialist shopfitter. In particular, it relates to an improved

construction for a panel which forms part of a display wall, and which provides a

mounting for a cantilevered display support.

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION

Retailers and others who display goods commonly use demountable

shelving and display supports for displaying those goods. One requirement for

commercial display systems is that they be versatile with respect to shelf or

support positioning, in order to accommodate different types of displays and

product lines. A commonly employed display system would be expected to

include a plurality of cantilevered supports for shelving panels or the like, a

display wall that features a plurality of display wall support mountings arranged in

a suitable array, and a plurality of support brackets that can be inserted in

selected ones of the mountings and which have a cantilevered arm that support

the shelves or products at the display wall. The functional geometry of the

interacting support mounting wall, with respect to strength, ease of installation

and removal, and cost, are strong marketplace differentiators between the

available systems.

A display mounting system of the above-described type, well known in the

art in Australia is supplied by Australian Slatwall Industries Pty Ltd and is known

as SLATWALL. Problems inherent with this type of system, that will be familiar to

those skilled in the art, include an inability to support heavy loads. These

problems are described in more detail Australian Patent Document No.

2004201505, the contents of which are incorporated herein by cross-reference.

The above patent document further describes an improved shelving

bracket mounting system and in particular describes an arcuate anchor portion for

said cantilevered arms which has various benefits over the existing SLATWALL

system, as well as a particular cavity profile for receiving said cantilevered arms

which, in combination, provide a secure retention of the mount in the cavity

having a very good strength and practical utility. The cavity profile described in

the patent document provides a good level of support for the anchor portion which



has a different profile to that of the cavity. A cavity which has an identical internal

profile that is congruent or identical to the external profile of the anchor portion

would provide improved support. That is, it would be most preferable to have a

direct male-female correlation between the profiles of the anchor portion and

cavity, i.e. a shape fit.

Unfortunately, the practical constraints of manufacture of shop fitting

panels having grooves cut therein, whether they be constructed from extruded

aluminium, craft wood or other material, mean that it would be expensive and

somewhat difficult to reliably produce an exact groove of the type required in such

panels.

It is an object of the present invention to provide panels for a display

mounting system wherein an improved receiving cavity is provided for an arcuate

anchor portion which of a display support bracket can be manufactured in a

reliable and cost effective manner.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a system for mounting such

panels to a shop wall which facilitates rapid installation of said panels and

minimises the appearance of screws, bolts or other fastening devices when

installed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the invention, there is provided a display wall

for a product display system, shelving brackets or similar items, said shelving

brackets or similar items having a male anchor portion adapted to be received by

an anchoring cavity, said wall said wall being comprised of:

a plurality of interconnectable panels, each said panel having anterior and

posterior surfaces and having upper and lower edge surfaces; each panel having

upper and lower coupling projections, each extending from a posterior position at

or near an upper and a lower traverse edge of the panel, respectively;

wherein said projections provide a complementary tongue and groove

arrangement for assembly of a plurality of said panels into an upright wall;

characterised in that the upper projection has a first surface that extends

from the upper traverse edge in a posterior direction and an upward manner away

from an anterior surface of the panel, the lower projection has a second surface

that extends from the lower traverse edge in a posterior direction and an upward



manner away from the anterior surface of the panel, the first and second surfaces

defining an anchoring cavity in an assembled state of two interconnected panels,

in which can be received said male anchor portion of said brackets.

It will be understood by those skilled in the art that, while brackets for the

support of shelves may be a major use for this invention, it may equally be

applied to a variety of other related items such as hooks, coat rails or other

specialised support or display items.

An advantage of the system described above is essentially that the cavity

for receiving the anchor portion of the cantilevered support is formed at the

junction of the two panels. This means it is not necessary to cut or extrude what

may be an otherwise difficult profile into the front of the panel itself. Instead, the

desired profile is partly formed at the lower edge of the upper panel, partly at the

upper edge of the lower panel, and the cavity itself is formed by the bringing

together of these upper and lower edges in adjacent, spaced-apart arrangement,

when installed.

In addition, the ability to form the panel structure described above in a

relatively rapid manner will allow the whole structure to be formed in a relatively

rapid manner, saving in labour costs attendant on installing such a shelving

system.

A further advantage of such a system is that potentially only the relatively

narrow opening of the cavity will be visible in the installed and assembled panel,

promoting a better aesthetic in relation to the overall appearance of the panel.

This design in particular facilitates the cost-effective mass production of

standard said panels, in particular via aluminium extrusion.

Preferably, said anchoring cavity is adapted to receive an anchor portion

having a profile which is an upwardly curved tab of substantially even thickness;

in particular having a curved profile of a substantially constant radius of curvature,

and advantageously wherein said curve extends though a substantially circular

segment of approximately 900, in order to fully exploit the advantages of the

anchor portion identified in Australian Patent Document No 2004201505,

discussed above.

Preferably, the profile of said cavity is upwardly curved away from said

anterior surface and is of substantially even height, in order to match the profile of



the preferred anchor portion of the above described anchor portion. A particularly

advantageous embodiment of the anchor portion and corresponding cavity is

achieved where said curved profile is of a substantially constant radius of

curvature. This allows considerable ease of installation and removal of said

anchor portion. In particular, it is preferred that said curve extends though a

substantially circular segment of approximately 900

A particularly advantageous embodiment of the posterior projections of the

upper and lower panels occurs wherein The display wall of any preceding claim,

wherein the coupling projection extending from the upper surface of said panel

includes, in profile, a male tang, and wherein the coupling projection extending

from the lower surface of said panel includes, in profile, a female cavity adapted

to make resilient engagement with said tang.

This arrangement has been found to be relatively simple to install, while

providing the requisite strength for the support of the composite structure of which

the panels form part.

In a particularly preferred embodiment of the mounting system described

above, the coupling projection extending from the upper surface of said panel

includes, in profile, one inner and one outer upwardly curved male tangs sharing

substantially the same centre of curvature, and wherein the coupling projection

extending from the lower surface of said panel includes, in profile, a female cavity

adapted to receive said inner tang; and wherein said outer tang is adapted to

make engagement with an outer surface of an identical said coupling projection

extending from said lower surface.

This embodiment provides great ease of installation and dismantling, as

the structure allows a simple pivoting movement to engage the upper and lower

panels and to manoeuvre them into position.

Advantageously, said outer surface of said coupling projection extending

from said lower surface features a convex curvature which substantially shares

centre of curvature with said outer tang.

Particularly preferably, the end of said outer tang features a detent notch

adapted to make resilient engagement with a complementary detent depression

in an upper portion of said coupling projection extending from said lower panel.



The complementary notch and depression enhances the ability of the panels to

make resilient engagement with one another.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a modular

display system, including a plurality of panels, according to those defined above,

and a plurality of removable cantilevered support brackets mountable to said wall

at selectable anchoring locations, wherein the support brackets have a terminal

male anchor portion adapted to be received in said anchoring cavity formed by

the interlocking connection of said panels, according to those defined above.

As will be discussed below, it is preferred that the posterior surface of said

panels features two or more secondary posterior projections which are adapted to

receive a positioning lug in the channel formed therebetween. Such an

embodiment will allow the construction of a system for securing the above

described mounting system to a wall, said system including:

two or more vertical support members arranged in a secure manner

adjacent said wall, said members featuring channels adapted to receive a lug

anchor, said channels being open toward the anterior side of said support

member;

one or more lug anchors being received within said channels, said anchors

having a width dimension greater than the width of a main portion of said channel

opening, such that said anchors may move freely within said channel but may not

pass through said channel opening; and

positioning lugs connected to said lug anchors and extending therefrom

through said channel opening;

wherein said lugs are inserted between said secondary posterior

projections of said panels in order to make resilient connection with said panels.

One advantage of this system is that the panels may be installed very

easily manually by simply positioning the channel formed by the secondary

projections in front of the lug, and pushing the channel onto the lug.

Another advantage is that the vertical positioning of the anchor-receiving

channel is thereby made quite flexible, due to the fact that the lug anchor may be

moved freely within the channel in the vertical support member, and thereby is

enabled to engage with the panel at any height. The height at which the anchor



0 receiving channel occurs is determined by the height and number of the panels
0
N which vertically support it from below.

tAdvantageously, the lugs feature barb-like projections on their outer

surface, said projections being arranged to engage with similar projections on the

facing surfaces of said secondary posterior projections to effect said resilient

connection, thereby forming a more secure installation of the panels. Preferably,

0the lugs are made from steel.
(N

IA preferred embodiment of the vertical support members is provided

0wherein said channel opening is, at predetermined positions, wider than the width

C 10 of said lug anchors to allow said lug anchors to be inserted into said channel. This

Sfacilitates rapid installation of the overall system, in that the lug anchors may be

inserted or removed.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a mounting

system for shelving brackets or similar items, said shelving brackets or similar

items having a male anchor portion adapted to be received by an anchoring

cavity, said system including at least one panel having an anterior face and a

posterior face, said panel adapted to receive an anchor portion having a profile

which is an upwardly curved tab of substantially even thickness via a cavity

located in said anterior face, wherein said cavity is a horizontally oriented slot

which has a profile substantially matching the profile of said anchor portion,

featuring an upwardly curved portion of substantially even height, and wherein

said slot is present in an insert which is received by said panel, said insert

preferably being a length of extruded metal, such as aluminium.

An advantage of such a system, as compared with the prior art, is that the

matching of the profile of the cavity to the anchor portion is that the anchor portion

may be supported along it's entire length, rather than at specific points, which

increases the stability of the anchor portion. Another advantage is that the use of

an insert to provide the required cavity allows the above advantageous cavity to

be installed reliably in a variety of materials.

Now will be described, by way of a specific, non-limiting example, a

preferred embodiment of the invention.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 depicts a profile view of a junction of two panel sections according

to the invention.

Figure 2 depicts two panels according to the invention interlocked in a

manner also according to the invention.

Figure 3 depicts the junction between two of said panels according to the

invention, forming a cavity therebetween and into which an anchor portion of a

shelving support bracket has been inserted.

Figure 4 depicts a shelving support bracket according to the invention.

Figure 5 depicts a coat rack according to the invention.

Figure 6 represents an alternative coat rack according to the invention.

Figure 7 depicts an alternative coat rack according to the invention.

Figure 8 depicts a compact disc display shelf according to the invention.

Figure 9 depicts a display hook according to the invention.

Figure 10 depicts a positioning lug and lug anchor according to the

invention.

Figure 11 depicts various lug anchors inserted in a vertical member

according to the invention.

Figure 12 depicts a panel according to the invention connected to a

positioning lug which is located in a vertical support member according to the

invention.

Figure 13 depicts four interlocking panels according to the invention

positioned adjacent a vertical support member and connected to same via

position lugs.

Figure 14 depicts a wall panel made from wood material, with aluminium

inserts designed to receive an anchor portion of a shelving support bracket.

Figure 15 depicts an orthogonal view of an alternative embodiment of the

panels of a shelving system according to the invention.

Figure 16 depicts a side view of the system of Figure 

Figure 17 depicts the junction between two of the panels of Figure 

forming a cavity therebetween and into which an anchor portion of a shelving

support bracket has been inserted.



Figure 18 depicts a particularly advantageous embodiment of the panels of

Figure 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Turning first to Figure 1, there is shown a schematic profile of a junction of

an upper panel 1 and a lower panel 2 according to the invention. The panels are

shown to have anterior, or front, surfaces 3 and posterior or rear surfaces 4. The

upper panel 1 features an upwardly curved portion 5 which is adapted to engage

with the upper panel 1. This curved portion 5 features a male protrusion 6, further

featuring an engaging notch 7. The upper surface 8 of this curved portion 

features a curvature which is designed to directly engage with the underside

surface of an anchor portion of a shelving bracket (not shown).

The lower end of the upper panel 1 also features a rearwardly protruding

member 9 which defines a female cavity 10 for receiving the upwardly curving

portion 5 described above. The lower edge of the upper panel 1 also defines an

upwardly curved surface 11, which is adapted to engage with an upper surface of

an anchor portion of a shelving bracket (not shown).

According to the invention, the upper edge (not shown) of the upper panel

1 features a profile identical to the upper edge of the lower panel 2. Equally, the

lower edge (not shown) of the lower panel 2 features a profile identical to the

lower edge of the upper panel 2.

It will further be apparent in Figure 1 the manner in which the male

engaging portion 6 of the lower panel 2 interlocks with the female cavity 

featured at the lower portion of the upper panel 1. It will further be noted that the

curved cavity 12 which is formed between the upper and lower panels is formed

by the engagement of these two panels and is adapted to receive a curved

anchor portion of a shelving support bracket (not shown).

Both of the panels (although not shown in the upper panel 1) also feature

two rearwardly protruding projections 13, which extend substantially across the

width of the panels. A cavity (in the form of a channel) 14 is formed between said

projections. The inner walls 15 of said channel 14 feature a barbed profile. This

profile is adapted to receive an anchoring lug 16 for installation of the panels in a

panelling system.



Turning now to Figure 2, there is shown the upper panel 1 and lower panel

in interlocking engagement.

Turning now to Figure 3, there is shown a junction between an upper panel

1 and a lower panel 2 of the type described above, thereby forming said cavity

12, and into which the anchor portion 20 of a shelving support bracket 21 (not

shown in entirety) has been inserted. It will be appreciated that the shelving

support bracket 21 is thereby effectively held in place on the "wall" formed by the

interlocking panels by the interaction between the anchor portion 20 and the

upper and lower panels, wherein the anchor portion 20 fits snugly inside said

cavity 12 due to the curvature of the upper surface 8 of the curved portion 5 of the

lower panel 2 and the curvature of the lower edge 11 of the upper panel 1 (which

have been chosen to match the curvature of the anchor portion 20), and can only

be removed by an upward pivoting of said bracket 21.

Thus the upper curved surface 22 of the anchor portion 20 interacts with

the upper internal curved surface 11 of the cavity 12 in particular to prevent the

anchor portion 20 being withdrawn in a horizontal direction from the cavity 

The lower curved surface 23 of the anchor portion 20 rests on the lower curved

surface of the cavity 8 to prevent downward movement of the shelving support

bracket 21 and the back plate 24 of the shelving support bracket 20 presses on

the front surface 3 of the lower panel 2 to prevent a downwards rotation in a

clockwise direction (as shown) of the support bracket 21 relative to the anchor

portion 20 as illustrated.

Figure 4 shows an archetypal shelving support bracket 21 of the kind

which may be used in conjunction with the present invention. The curved anchor

portion 20 is illustrated attached to a horizontal plate 24. To the horizontal plate

24 is appended a cantilever member 25 adapted to support a shelf. It will be

noted, via the rendering of the shelf support cantilever member 25 in dotted lines,

that many other structures, designed for many other purposes, may equally be

appended to the vertical plate of the cantilever member. Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9

illustrate a number of examples of support brackets for various purposes,

including hanging racks of different types and, particularly in Figure 8, a rack

designed for holding compact disc cases.



Turning to Figure 10, there is illustrated a lug anchor 30 and positioning lug

31 which are adapted to be used in accordance with the system for securing the

mounting system to a wall, according with the present invention. The lug anchor

consists of an aluminium block 32 into which the positioning lug 31 may be

screwed or otherwise firmly affixed. The positioning lug 31 consists of a barrel

portion 33, a barb portion 34 and a screwdriver-engaging portion 35. As

illustrated, the barrel portion 33 connects that barb portion 34 to the lug anchor

The barb portion 34 consists of two conical protrusions 36 which are adapted

to allow the easy insertion of the lug into the channel 14 formed by the posterior

projections 13 to the panel 2 as described above. The positioning lugs are

shaped to interact with the internal barbs 15 on the channel 14 as illustrated in

Figure 1. This physical arrangement allows the panels to be securely fixed in

position via interaction with the lugs.

The screwdriver-engaging portion 35, in this particular embodiment

illustrated as a Phillips-head screwdriver engaging portion, allows the lug 31 to be

screwed directly into the block 

Turning now to Figure 11, there is a shown a vertical support member 

for a shelving support system according to the invention. The support member as

illustrated consists of an extruded aluminium beam 41, said beam featuring an

overall "C-shape" profile. This profile provides an internal channel 42 of

dimensions similar to the size of the block 32 which forms part of the lug anchor

as described above. This channel 42 is adapted thereby to receive the block

32 of the lug anchor 30 as illustrated. The gap in the channel has a width

adapted to allow the barrel portion 31 of the positioning lug to protrude

therethrough, in order to engage with the panels which comprise part of the

system.

During installation, it would therefore be necessary for the installer to slide

the lug anchor 32 down the channel 42 until it has reached the desired position

where it will be required to attach to the panels. It will be noted that in this

preferred embodiment the lug anchor 32 is sized so as to allow free movement of

the lug anchor in the receiving channel 42. This allows considerable flexibility

when installing panels of differing heights.



In a particularly preferred embodiment illustrated in Figure 11, at least one

further opening 43 is provided to the channel 42 which is sized to allow the

insertion of the entire lug anchor at an intermediate point along the channel 42,

rather than exclusively at the end of the channel 42. This provides the installer

with considerable flexibility, especially when working with longer versions of the

support member 40, as regards the position in which the lug anchors 32 are

inserted.

Turning now to Figure 12, there is shown a lug anchor 32 inserted in the

channel 42 formed by the vertical support member 40, and wherein a positioning

lug 31 is shown protruding through the gap in said channel 42. In addition, shown

in dotted lines, is the prospective position of a panel according to the invention.

The positioning lug 31 has been inserted in between the rearward protrusions 13

to the panel 2, and has been received in a resilient manner inside the channel 14

formed between said protrusions. In this manner, the panels are attached to the

support member during installation.

Turning now to Figure 13, there is shown a number of panels installed in

an interlocking manner and connected to a vertical support member 40 in the

manner described above. In this particular illustration, it will be noted that the

panels are in fact slightly offset from their proper installed position, in order to

illustrate the relative positioning of the panels and the positioning lugs 31.

It will also be noted that the 'wall' provided by the formation of the panels

may be constructed of any number of separate interlocking panels. The panels

may also be of varying heights, depending on the desired positioning of the shelf

support inserts of the shelving system.

It is preferred that all of components discussed above are constructed from

extruded aluminium. This material is light and strong and the shapes of most of

the components discussed above, in particular the panels and the vertical support

member have been designed to facilitate their manufacture by this method. In

particular, where the components are manufactured as aluminium extrusions,

they may be produced relatively cheaply and can be delivered at precise

dimensional tolerances. In addition, aluminium provides an ideal substrate for a

variety of coatings and finishes.



Turning to Figure 14, there is shown an alternative embodiment of the

invention in its broadest form. In this embodiment, suitable for applications where

aluminium may not provide the optimum aesthetic finish, an extruded aluminium

insert 50 is placed in an panel 51 made from another material, such as wood. The

insert features a female cavity 52 which is adapted to receive the anchor portion

of a shelving support bracket 53 (shown in dotted lines).

Turning to Figures 15, 16, andl7, there is shown a particularly preferred

embodiment of the invention featuring an alternative geometry of the upper and

lower edge surfaces. In particular, it will be noted that the upper edge 70 of the

relatively lower panel 71 features two upwardly curved portions (72,73) which are

adapted to engage with the lower edge surface 74 of the relatively upper panel

an inner portion 73 and an outer portion 72 which define between them a

channel 76 adapted to receive a complementary downwardly curved portion 77 of

the lower surface 74 of the relatively upper panel 75 when said panels are in

engagement.

It will also be noted that the outer upwardly curved portion 72 features an

engaging notch 78 which is adapted to engage the shoulder 79 of the rearwardly

projecting part 80 of the lower edge 74 of the relatively upper panel 75 to effect

locking into relative positions of the panels.

It will further be noted that centre of curvature of said upwardly curved

portions (72, 73), as well as said downwardly curved portion, coincide with the

centre of curvature of one another and with the upper.and lower surfaces (81, 82)

adapted to engage with the anchor portion of the shelving support bracket.

Figure 18 shows a particularly advantageous version of the alternative

embodiment depicted in Figures 15, 16 and 17, with respect to particular

dimensions.

The embodiment depicted in Figures 15, 16 and 17 has particular

advantages, in that it is easier to install, by virtue of being able to insert the lower

edge of an upper panel into the upper edge of an already installed lower panel by

presenting the upper panel in a relatively perpendicular orientation, and causing

the above described engagement structures to engage in the manner described

by tilting the upper panel into an upright position parallel to the lower panel.
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This embodiment equally allows a far easier method of disassembly of the

panelling structure by the reverse of the above described procedure.

It will be understood by those skilled in the art that the inventive

components and system described above may be manufactured from various

different materials and in a number of variations in the precise shape of the parts,

which will nevertheless fall within the spirit and scope of the invention.
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A display wall for a product display system, said system incorporating

shelving brackets or similar items, said shelving brackets or similar items having a

male anchor portion adapted to be received by an anchoring cavity, said wall

being comprised of:

a plurality of interconnectable and interlockable panels, each said panel

having anterior and posterior surfaces and having upper and lower edge

surfaces; each panel having upper and lower coupling projections integrally

formed in said panels, each extending from posterior position at or near an upper

and lower traverse edge of the panel, respectively;

wherein said projections provide a complementary tongue and groove

arrangement for assembly of a plurality of said panels into an upright wall;

and wherein the upper projection has a first surface that extends from the

upper traverse edge in a posterior direction and an upward manner away from an

anterior surface of the panel, the lower projection has a second surface that

extends from the lower traverse edge in a posterior direction and an upward

manner away from the anterior surface of the panel, the first and second surfaces

defining an anchoring cavity in an assembled state of two interconnected and

interlocked panels, in which can be received and substantially filled by said male

anchor portion of said shelving brackets or similar items.

2. The display wall of claim 1, wherein said anchoring cavity is adapted to

receive an anchor portion having a profile which is an upwardly curved tab of

substantially even thickness.

3. The display wall of claim 2, wherein the profile of said cavity features a

curved profile consisting of, or including an upward curve away from said anterior

surface and is of substantially even height.

4. The display wall of any preceding claim, wherein said curved profile is of a

substantially constant radius of curvature.



The display wall of claim 4, wherein said curve extends through a

substantially circular segment of approximately 900.

6. The display wall of any preceding claims, wherein the coupling projection

from the upper surface of said panel includes, in profile, a male tang,

and wherein the coupling projection extending from the lower surface of said

panel includes, in profile, a female cavity adapted to make resilient engagement

IN with said tang.

7. The display wall of any preceding claim, wherein the posterior surface of

said panel features two or more secondary posterior projections which are

adapted to receive a positioning lug therebetween.

8. A modular display system, including a plurality of panels, according to

those defined in any one of claims 1 to 7, and in plurality of removable

cantilevered support brackets mountable to said wall at selectable anchoring

locations, wherein the support brackets have a terminal male anchor portion

adapted to be received in said anchoring cavity formed by the interlocking

connection of aid panels as defined in any one of claims 1 to 7.

9. The display wall of claim 7, where secured to a structural wall via a

securing system, said system including:

two or more vertical support members arranged in a secure manner

adjacent said structural wall, said members featuring channels adapted to receive

a lug anchor, said channels being open toward the anterior side of said support

manner;

one or more lug anchors being received within said channels, said anchors

having a width dimension greater than the width of a main portion of said channel

opening, such that said anchors may move freely within said channel buy may not

pass through said channel opening; and positioning lugs connected to said lug

anchors and extending therefrom through said channel opening;

wherein said lugs are inserted between said secondary posterior

projections of said panels in order to make resilient connection with same.



The display wall of claim 9, wherein said lugs feature barb-like projections

on their outer surface, said projections being arranged to engage with similar

projections on the facing surfaces of said secondary posterior projections to effect

said resilient connection.

11. The display wall of any one of claims 9 to 10, wherein said channel

opening is, at predetermined positions, wider than the width of said lug anchors to

allow said lug anchors to be inserted into said channel.

12. A mounting system for shelving brackets or similar items, said shelving

brackets or similar items having male anchor portion adapted to be received by

an anchoring cavity, said system including at least one panel having an anterior

face and a posterior face, said panel adapted to receive an anchor portion having

a profile which is an upwardly curved tab of substantially even thickness via a

cavity located in said anterior face, wherein said cavity is a horizontally oriented

slot which has a profile substantially matching the profile of said anchor portion,

featuring an upwardly curved portion of substantially even height, and wherein

said slot is present in an insert which is received by said panel, said insert

preferably being in length of extruded metal, such as aluminium.

13. The mounting system of claim 5, wherein the coupling projection extending

from the upper surface of said panel includes, in profile, one inner and one outer

upwardly curved male tangs sharing substantially the same centre of curvature,

and wherein the coupling projection extending from the lower surface of said

panel includes, in profile, a female cavity adapted to receive said inner tang; and

wherein said outer tang is adapted to make engagement with an outer surface of

an identical said coupling projection extending from said lower surface.

14. The mounting system of claim 13, wherein said outer surface of said

coupling projection extending from said lower surface features a convex curvature

which substantially shares centre of curvature with said outer tang.

The mounting system of claim 14, wherein the end of said outer tang

features a detent notch adapted to make resilient engagement with a



complementary detent depression in an upper portion of said coupling projection

extending from said lower panel.

16. A display mounting system or display wall substantially as herein

described with reference to figures 1, 2 and 3.

17. A system for securing a display wall to a structural wall substantially as

herein described with reference to figures 10, 11, 12 and 13.

18. A display mounting system or display wall substantially as herein

described with reference to figures 14.

19. A display mounting system or display wall substantially as herein

described with reference to figures 15, 16, and 17.

A display mounting system or display wall substantially as herein

described with reference to figure 18.

JOHN HOPKINS

WATERMARK PATENT TRADE MARK ATTORNEYS

P24495AU00
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